
The ʻJim Crowʼ laws
Explain why ʻJim
Crowʼ laws were

started in the South
after the US Civil

War.
Describe how ʻJim
Crowʼ laws helped

to create a
segregated society.



Freedom after slavery was made illegal?

• 1863 – slavery declared illegal by President Abraham
Lincoln; slaves were now free

• However, many white people especially in the southern
states of the USA refused to allow black Americans to
become free and equal citizens.  They made it almost
impossible for them to vote and also introduced laws that
made their lives much more difficult in other ways.  These
were known as ʻJim Crowʼ laws.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/educatio
n/guides/z8srd2p/revision/2



Slavery in the USA before 1865

https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=5aAhGG
Y6Dec

• Just as in the West Indies, in the USA there were
plantations where black slaves worked, mainly
producing tobacco or cotton rather than sugar.

• Even though the slave trade had been abolished,
slavery had not.

• Most black Americans in the southern states were
slaves

• Between 1861 and 1865 there was a civil war in the
USA between the southern and northern states

• Part of the reason for the war was slavery
• The Northern states won in 1865, and did not want

slavery



The right to vote
The US government made two changes to their rules (constitution)
to help black people after the civil war
1.1868 – black people had the right to freedom and to have the
same laws as white people
2.1870 – 15th amendment said that all black men had the right to
vote

THIS WAS ALL GREAT!    BUT by 1900 almost no black person
in the South was able to vote.  Furthermore, new laws restricted
their freedoms … WHY?
You have to register in order to vote – so many southern states
made new rules that made it difficult for black people to register.
e.g. literacy tests (when many could not read or write)
WHY WAS THIS SO SERIOUS?
•If black people could not vote they could not elect politicians to
campaign against ʻJim Crowʼ laws



The ʻJim Crowʼ laws

This was the nickname for laws that the southern states began to
introduce in the late 19th century to try to control the former
slaves.

Glossary:
Segregation – keeping black and white
people apart

These ʻJim Crowʼ laws kept white and black
people separate: they often had separate
public transport, public places and separate
schools.

The laws varied from state to state, as each
state in the USA has its own government



Did the ʻJim Crowʼ laws matter?

• Many white people in the southern states
argued that segregation was good because it
simply kept black and white people separate.
“separate but equal”

• However, the reality was that the education,
public transport and public facilities for black
people were hardly ever as good as those for
white people; they were NOT equal.

• ʻJim Crowʼ laws affected every part of a black
Americanʼs life.



… and then it got worse
The Supreme Court decision of 1896
•In 1896 the Supreme Court of the USA decided that segregation
was indeed legal (did not go against the constitution) and
acceptable, as long as equal facilities were provided for black and
white people
•This was called the ʻseparate but equalʼ ruling
•It had a huge impact as segregation was strengthened across
the southern states for many years afterwards

The ʻseparate but
equalʼ ruling came
from a case taken to
the Supreme Court by
Homer Plessey, who
argued that the Jim
Crow laws were
against the US
Constitution



You need to be able to give examples of some of the
ʻJim Crowʼ laws in different states in the USA

You need to be able to explain what impact the ʻJim
Crowʼ laws (segregation) had on the lives of black
Americans before the Second World War (before
1941)

1. Carry out activity 1 on page 31 of the textbook
2. Then complete activity 3 on page 32.



State of Louisana

State of Georgia

State of Mississippi

State of Florida State of
North  Carolina

“There will be a separate building... on separate ground for the
admission, care, instruction and support of all blind persons of the
colored or black race".

“ It shall be unlawful for colored people to use any park for the use and
enjoyment of white persons...and unlawful for any white person to use
any park for the use and benefit of colored persons".

“Separate schools shall be maintained for the children of the White and
colored races".

 “The state librarian is directed to fit up and maintain a separate place
for the use of the colored people who may come to the library for the
purpose of reading books or periodicals".

“All marriages between a white person and a person of negro …are
hereby forever prohibited".
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/z8srd2p/revision/2



COMPLETE THE SHEET!
• Complete the mind map hand-out sheet

on different aspects of the ʻJim Crowʼ laws
and how they segregated white and black
people.

• Try to find out more detail than the
textbook by carrying out research on the
internet.

• Make your mind map colourful too.



Question practise
Answer the comparison
question on page 32
(National 4)

Answer the ʻevaluate the
usefulnessʼ question on
page 33 (National 5)



Assessment
Describe the impact that the ʻJim Crowʼ laws
had on the lives of black Americans after
World War One.

You should describe at least three ways (or
two ways in detail) from your own
knowledge.


